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Introduction

On  Tuesday  September  26,  2006  Jefferys1,  a  UK  based  auction  house,  sold
twenty-one  watercolors  and  drawings  allegedly  made  by  Adolf  Hitler.  These
works were previously mentioned in some press reports from 1986, in a 1986
book and had popped up in the Netherlands in 1992.

In 2006 Jefferys published in its catalog reports on these works, written in 1986
by 'experts' from France and Belgium, for an undisclosed person – possibly the
owner of the works.

We will investigate the alleged provenance of the works attributed to Hitler, as
well  as  the  1985/1986  reports,  the  1992  story,  the  2006  catalog  and
reproductions of these works, as depicted in the catalog.

For the sake of convenience,
we've baptized these alleged
Hitlers the “Huy Hitlers” – as
they  were  allegedly  dis-
covered  on  an  attic  in  a
village,  Libois-Evelette,  near
the Belgian town of Huy.

Left: satellite photo of the area,
Terrametrica /Google Maps, 2020.

To index.

1 Present (2020) address: 5 Fore St, Lostwithiel, PL22 0BP, UK. https://www.jefferys.uk.com/
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The alleged provenance

In a report dated March 31, 1986 the historian Jacques Forment de Launay2 
wrote that the works were in 1980 discovered in a farm in Evelette, a village in 
the Belgian province Namur (Namen). He continued:

“In 1919 two women left a sealed box in Evelette (in Belgium, near
Namur (Namen) and Huy). They were both from Le Quesnoy, or that
area.  These  individuals  were  among a  group of  72 French refugees
evacuated  to  this  region  as  a  result  of  warfare  in  Thiérache  and
Hainaut-Cambrésis  [regions  north  east  of  Cambrai,  border  Northern
France  /  Belgium  –  vdB&D].  The  group  included  the  priest  of  Le
Quesnoy and the mayor of Cambrai.”

De Launay mentioned no source for this part of the story.

Map of region Le Quesnoy. Important towns are underlined – Google Maps 2020.

Now, during the greatest part of World War One Le Quesnoy lay far behind the
front line.  The town itself  was captured in a spectaculair  assault  by the New
Zealand Division on November 4, 1918 a week before the Armistice.3

2 Jacques Forment de Launay, pseudonym of the French historian Jacques Forment (1924-?), who lived for a longtime
in Belgium. He published in 1964-1988 works on fascism, nazism, Hitler, WW2 and mysteries from the past. 
Source: https://www.babelio.com/auteur/-Jacques-de-Launay/153515 and 
https://data.bnf.fr/fr/11911281/jacques_de_launay/ [seen 16-07-2020]

3  New Zealand and Le Quesnoy. Research and Publishing Group of the New Zealand Ministry for Culture and 
Heritage. New Zealand Government, Wellington. [seen 16-07-2020]. https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/le-quesnoy/the-
liberation-of-le-quesnoy
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According to New Zealand historians:

“The medieval-like assault on Le Quesnoy captured the imagination of
the townspeople, who were overjoyed at their release from a four-year
bondage.  Ever since,  the town has maintained a strong affinity with
New Zealand. So, too, has the nearby village of Beaudignies, which, in
2000, renamed its square 'Place du Colonel Blyth' in honour of one of
its liberators.”4

This happened during the last days of the First World War, when the Allied forces
advanced very fast. The description aboves show that many citizens were still in
the town and surrounding villages – which makes the refugee story a bit unlikely,
but not impossible.

Map from: Arhur Banks. A world atlas of military history.1861-1945. Hippocrene Books, New York City, [1978].
page 98.

In  September-October  1918 the  German  Army had  forced  the  inhabitants  of
Douai, Cambrai, Valenciennes and surrounding villages to evacuate to Belgium
and the Netherlands.5

 These towns were however situated closer to the front line
than  Le  Quesnoy  (and earlier  liberated,  too).  Given  the  remarks  by  the  New
Zealand historians it is unlikely that the inhabitants of Le Quesnoy were forced
to evacuate too.

4 Ibidem.
5 Claudine Wallard (Head Curator of Heritage at the Archives Départementales du Nord (Nord Records Office) ). 

Refugees, forced evacuation and scorched earth. Remembrance Trails Northern France. Comité Régional de 
Tourisme de Nord-Pas de Calais, Lille. [Seen 16-07-2020]. 
http://www.remembrancetrailsnorthernfrance.com/history/the-department-of-nord-and-the-coal-basin-under-
german-occupation/refugees-forcedevacuation-and-scorched-earth.html
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Questions regarding the French women and the banknotes

In  their  1986  book  De  Launay  and  De  Saint-Hilaire  identify  the  two  French
women as “Marie Vanesse, 32 years old, and Marie Nicaise, 67 years old. One of
the two was a midwife.”6

 The authorities in Le Quesnoy however could not find
any evidence that these two women were born in Le Quesnoy.7

 In fact: there's no
evidence that these women existed at all.
 
What makes the story even more suspect is the following passage, in the report
by Jacques de Launay:

“The box containing these drawings and watercolours and also some 
banknotes from 1913-1919 was not opened for over sixty years (1920-
1980).”8

Why would refugees,  who had to carry all  their possessions by hand, burden
themselves with a box containing worthless watercolors? Why would they hide
money in a  sealed box? Refugees need money –  it  is  rather  strange to leave
banknotes  in  a  sealed  box.  A  seal  would  only  attract  attention.  And  even
stranger:  as refugees returned to their  homes after the war,  why would they
leave a bundle of banknotes behind? It doesn't make any sense.

To index.

6 Jacques de Launay et Paul de Saint-Hilaire. Affairs secretes du IIIe Reich. RTL Editions, [Luxembourg], [1986]. 
Page 22. See: Fout: Bron van verwijzing niet gevonden

7 Ibidem, page 23.
8 J.F. de Launay. Historical research into a set of drawings and watercolours, signed A. HITLER, discovered in a farm 

in Evelette (Huy, Belgium) in 1980. 31-03-1986. See Appendix 1 – the report by J.F. de Launay
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Hitler's whereabouts in 1916-1918, according to De Launay

De Launay stated too, in his March 31, 1986 report:

“Hitler  spent  rest  periods  in  the  area  of  Le  Quesnoy,  Solesmes and
Landrecies  during  the  autumns  and  winters  of  1916-17  and  1917-
1918, particularly in Beaudignies.”

How De Launay knew this? Apparently his source for this information was a
report made by the Belgian author Paul de Saint-Hilaire,9

 who wrote on February
10, 1986, about the possible maker of the works:

“It  is  extremely  likely  that  it  was  a  German  soldier  at  rest  near  Le
Quesnoy. Now according to witnesses, the village close to Beaudignes
was, at that time, used as barracks for Bavarian soldiers returning from
the Front.”

De  Saint-Hilaire  didn't  say  that  Hitler  was  stationed  in  that  region,  only
“Bavarian  soldiers”  –  and  there  were  many  of  those  in  the  German  Imperial
Army. Saint-Hilaire also stated:

“It  is  known  that  the  inhabitants  of  this  town  were  evacuated  to
Belgium and, more specifically, to the Huy region during the summer of
1918.”

Who De Saint-Hilaire's sources on this were remains a mystery – according to
our information,  the forced evacuations,  from regions more to the west of Le
Quesnoy, happened in the autumn, not in summer 1918.

This all leaves us with one question: was Hitler  ever  in this region. And if so,
when?

To index.

9 Paul de Saint-Hilaire – pseudonym of Paul Meurice (1926-2000?), a Belgian author who wrote of many books about
mysteries, enigmas, Nostradamus, the Grale, Templars and so on. Source: Catalog KBR (National Library of 
Belgium).
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Hitler's whereabouts in 1916-1918, according to Sandner

In  the  standard  work  on  Hitler's  whereabouts,  Harald  Sandner's  Hitler:  Das
Itinerar neither Le Quesnoy, nor Solesmes, nor Landrecies, nor Beaudignies – the
towns and villages named by De Launay and De Saint-Hilaire – are mentioned.10

None of the alleged Hitlers from this 'sealed box' have titles painted or written
on them. The titles are made up by the experts and/or auctioneer. They situated
some  of  the  works  in  or  near  these  places:  Louvignies,  Bousies,  Le  Flaquet,
Beaudignies, Ghissignies, Le Favril, Ors, Englefontaine, Villereau, Preux-au-Bois.

In Das Itinerar none of these villages is mentioned.

The  information  given  in  Das  Itinerar  learns  that  Hitler  never  stayed  in  the
mentioned area until August 1918. 

So, De Launay's remark:

“Hitler  spent  rest  periods  in  the  area  of  Le  Quesnoy,  Solesmes and
Landrecies  during  the  autumns  and  winters  of  1916-17  and  1917-
1918, particularly in Beaudignies.”

is utter nonsense.

Now, on August 1, 1918, Hitler's unit, the Regimental Headquarters of the List
Regiment of the 16th 

 Bavarian Reserve Infantry Division, moved to rest quarters
in Le Cateau-Cambrésis,  15 km to the south of Le Quesnoy. On August 16 the
Regiment was transfered to rest quarters in the area Sailly, near Sedan – more
than 100 km's from Le Quesnoy.

This was the only period that Hitler ever was near the region mentioned by De
Launay.  What makes most of  De Launay's attempts of  linking Hitler with the
direct vicinity of Le Quesnoy ludicrous.

To index.

10 Harald Sandner. Hitler. Das Itinerar. Aufenthaltsorte und Reisen von 1889 bis 1945. Berlin Story Verlag,
Berlin,2016. 6th revised edition, 2019. We used a pdf version, for easy and fast searching this work of 2432 pages.
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Authentic Hitler artworks 1914-1918

Only reproductions of a few thought to be authentic drawings made by Hitler in
1914-1918 have survived the Second World War. As the originals are lost,  no
forensich research has ever been or can be conducted, making it impossible to
gain absolute certainty about their authenticity.

Probably authentic: “Kloster Messines”, 1914.
Bundesarchiv, NS 26/94 (photo).

Probably authentic: “Ardoye in Flandern, 27. Juni 1917”
The only probably authentic work in the Hoffmann
portfolio.

The  reproductions  of  Hitler's  First  World  War  watercolors,  published  in
Langemarck 1914 (1931)11

 and Adolf Hitler / Aquarelle (1935, also known as the
Hoffmann portfolio)12

 are in all likelihood forgeries or by unknown artists made
improved versions of Hitler's drawings.13

“The watercolors from Heinrich Hoffmannn's portfolio have certainly
been reworked and made into watercolors by a good painter!” – Anton
Joachimsthaler.”14

Of  the  two  First  World  War  watercolors  “Am  Bahndam  von  Biache”  and
“Becelaire” attributed to Hitler, confiscated from Heinrich Hoffmann in 1945 and
stored at the U.S. Army Center for Military History, “Becelaire” is in all likelihood
a commissioned forgery.15

11 Wilhelm Dreysse. Langemarck 1914. Der heldische Opfergang der Deutschen Jugend. Mit einer Kunstbeilage nach 
einem Aquarell von Adolf Hitler. Wilhelm Köhler Verlag, Minden, [1934].

12 Adolf Hitler / Aquarelle. Hoffmann, München, [1935]. Portfolio with reproductions of six watercolors and one 
drawing. In 1937 a second edition was published.

13 Jaap van den Born and Bart FM Droog. Hitlers aquarellen en tekeningen uit de Eerste Wereldoorlog. Droog 
Magazine, Eenrum, 30-04-2018; https://www.bartfmdroog.com/droog/niod/hitler-first-world-war-watercolors.html 
Jaap van den Born and Bart FM Droog. Adolf Hitler / Aquarelle (1935). Droog Magazine, Eenrum, 23-06-2018. 
https://www.bartfmdroog.com/droog/niod/hoffmann-aquarelle-hitler.html#introeng

14 Anton Joachimsthaler. Korrektur einer Biographie. Adolf Hitler 1908-1920. Mit 67 Textabbildungen und 69 Fotos. 
Herbig, [München], [1989]. Page 136.

15 Jaap van den Born and Bart FM Droog. Report on CCN 2.52.50 ("Am Bahndam von Biache"), 26-01-2019. 
Unpublished; Jaap van den Born and Bart FM Droog. Report on CCN 2.55.50 ("Becelaire"), version 1.3, 25-06- 
2020. Unpublished.
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Thomas Weber and Hitler-the-painter (1914-1918)

Probably one of the best studies on Hitler in WW1 is Thomas Weber's  Hitler's
First World War.16

 But what Weber wrote about Hitler's activities as painter and
drawer in 1914-1918 can't be regarderd as very reliable.

“In Lille [in 1916] Hitler sometimes sat down on a wall or a bench with
his sketchbook. While he sketched street scenes in the same style as
the postcards he  drew before  the  war in Munich,  his  comrades (...)
went to brothels.”17

“Many  works  of  art  that  Hitler  made  in  the  war  years  have  been
preserved.”18

“He [Hitler] gave them [his army comrades] some of his drawings and
paintings, which he made while they strolled trough the city.”19

“According  to  Max  Amman  everybody  in  the  Regimental  HQ  called
Hitler “[the] painter” or[the] artist.”20

In  Vienna  (1910-1913)  and in  Munich  (1913-1914),  Hitler  had  made  water-
colors (to be more more specific: drawings, that he colored in with watercolor
paint), which were copies of depictions on postcards. As far as is known he did
so at home – he never worked on the street.
 
Karl  Lippert,  a  non  commissioned  officer  in  Hitler's  unit  and  Weber's  main
source for Hitler's artistic production in the First World War, remarked in 1940
that all the drawings he had received from Hitler were lost due to the weather
conditions.21

 In 1935-1940 the NSDAP Hauptarchiv only traced a few Hitler WW1
drawings, and no WW1 watercolors at all.22

16 Version used: Thomas Weber. Adolf Hitler en de Eerste Wereldoorlog. Het ware verhaal. Translated by Margreet de 
Boer en Nico Groen. Nieuw Amsterdam, [Amsterdam], 2011. 510p. Dutch translation of  Hitler's First War, Oxford 
University Press, 2010.

17 Weber, page 139.
18 Ibidem, page 420, note 5. 
19 Ibidem, page 157.
20 Ibidem, page 159. Max Amman was the publisher of Mein Kampf.
21 Karl Lippitsch, NSDAP Hauptarchiv, HIMC, File 47, Reel 2, 28-03-1940. "Dass Hitler ... sich ...in ruhigen Tagen in 

der Gefechtsstelle zu Fromelles oder Fournes mit Zeichnen und Lesen beschäftigte ... Fast jeder Mann in 
Regimentsstab wurde gezeichnet, einige auch in Karikatur. Leider fehlen mir die lustigsten Sachen, die ich jahrelang
im Tornister [ransel] mitgetragen habe und die sich dann im Wind und Regenwetter auflösten …" Quoted by A. 
Joachimsthaler. Korrektur einer Biographie. Adolf Hitler 1908-1920. Mit 67 Textabbildungen und 69 Fotos. Herbig, 
[München], [1989], page 135.

22 Bundesarchiv Berlin, NS/26
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In his notes Weber refers to the infamous Price book23, as evidence that many
Hitler WW1 works have been preserved:

“Price, Hitler, sums up and depicts many of Hitler's wartime drawings
and paintings, but contains inevitably many forgeries.”24

“Many” is rather an understatement – about 90% of the depicted works in Price 
are not made by Hitler.

To index.

23 Billy F. Price [= August Priesack and Peter Jahn]. Adolf Hitler als Maler und Zeichner. Ein Werkkatalog der 
Ölgemälde, Aquarelle, Zeichnungen und Architekturskizzen (1983, English title Adolf Hitler. The unknown artist, 
1984)

24 Weber, page 420, note 5 to chapter 6. 
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The depicted buildings and landscapes

Paul de Saint-Hilaire wrote in his report:

“These  works,  in  all  evidence  painted  by  the  same  person,  depict
churches,  farms,  chateaux,  villages  and  houses.  It  will  be  seen  that
these  are  all  typical  of  southern  Hainaut  and  Cambrésis,  and
particularly of the immediate surroundings of Le Quesnoy.

During  discussions  with  older  people  they  all  respond  that  these
landscapes  and  sites  are  familiar  to  them  and  are  from  their  area,
without being able to be more precise. 

Finally,  the  trees  painted  correspond  to  the  most  common  species
around Mormal forest.”

It is highly questionable if all the works were made by one person. As no proper
forensic research was conducted, there's no “evidence”. If the depicted buildings
and landscapes are really typical of the mentioned area is hard to say. If they are
indeed, then why could none of the “older people” identify the depictions “more
precise”?

The trees growing in Mormal forest (Fôret de Mormal25) are oaks and alders,
trees you can find in many French and Belgium forests. The trees depicted on the
watercolors could be any trees.

De Saint-Hilaire added to this:

“The artist produced his sketches before the destruction caused by the
Allied advance and the battles of the summer of 1918.

He was probabbly a stranger to the country since his attention was
held only by the buildings and monuments which are characteristic of
the regional style.

Most  of  the  watercolours  and  drawings  were  painted  in  landscape
format in the style of souvenir postcards. This confirms the previous
point.

The  painter  never  travelled  further  than  25  km  from  Le  Quesnoy,
which corresponds to a half-day bicycle ride.

25 Fôret de Mormal; https://www.routeyou.com/nl-fr/location/view/47420729/foret-de-mormal
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By bringing together these diverse elements it is possible to conclude
that the thirty two watercolours, paintings and drawings examined are
the work of a stranger to the region of Le Quesnoy, who would have
produced them during the winter of 1917. ”

This  is  the  ultimate  proof  that  De  Saint-Hilaire  was  merely  launching
concoctions: Hitler was only near the area mentioned by De Saint-Hilaire in the
first half of August 1918. The Allies advanced only in this area in the last ten days
of World War 1, November 1918. There was no war related destruction in this
area in the Summer of 1918.

None of the works are titled by the person who made them. We simply don't 
know if the depicted buildings and landscapes ever existed or are just pure 
fantasy. What we do know is, is that almost all of the buildings and locations 
“identified” by De Saint Hilaire are certainly not the buildings and locations they 
are suggested to be.

To index.
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The signatures

Are the signatures on the works made by Adolf Hitler? Very unlikely,  as they
don't resemble the signatures on thought to be authentic “Hitlers”. When were
these signatures put on the works? And by whom? Impossible to say.

   Lot 2 Lot 3     Lot 4 Lot 5

    Lot 7          Lot 8  Lot 11      Lot 12

The remarks about the signatures made by some of the experts in 1986 are only 
proof of their lack of knowledge.

Historian  J.F.  De  Launay:  “The  signature  is  incorporated  in  the
drawings and watercolours and not added and is, therefore, authentic.
Now who, in 1918, would have thought of signing these paintings with
the name of Hitler, at the time unknown?”

Art consultant Georges Buysse26: “The signature appears to date from
the  same  time  as  the  watercolours,  often  applied  while  damp  or
covered with a final brushstroke. It tallies with a number of signatures
from the period in question.”

These statements are fallacies. It is in the case of watercolors impossible to say
when  exactly  a  signature  was  painted  on  the  work.  Dr.  Luc  Megens27 of  the
Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed (Netherlands National Service for Cultural
Heritage),  involved  in  the  authentication  of  works  attributed  to  Vincent  van
Gogh, answered us in 2017, when we had questions about another alleged Hitler
watercolor:

“We are engaged in the scientific research of painted objects, especially
the  pigments  on  them.  On  the  basis  of  this,  it  is  therefore  almost
impossible  to  say  whether  a  signature  on  a  watercolor  has  been
applied  simultaneously  or  later.  On  (oil)  paintings  is  sometimes
possible - when a signature has been painted on the varnish, and not
under the varnish. I doubt whether a conservator can technically see

26 Belgian art consultant. Wrote a report on the Huy “Hitlers” dated April 10, 1986.
27 See: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Luc_Megens 
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the difference between a hundred or fifty year old signature [on a
watercolor]."28

Handwriting expert drs. P.L. Zevenbergen29, Chief Constable (retired) of the The
Hague  Police,  formerly  working  for  the  'Judicial  Laboratory  Rijswijk30 and
involved in the investigation of the falsified Hitler diaries in 1983, stated that
signatures on any kind of painting are not suitable for identification purposes:

“The methods and techniques of comparative research of handwritten
texts  are  quite  different  from  the  methods  and  techniques  of
comparative research of painted signatures.

A signature on a painting or a watercolor is created with the tool of a
painter,  so  by  definition  it  cannot  be  regarded  as  a  handwritten
signature  or  as  a  part  of  a  handwritten  text.  For  many  reasons  a
painted signature it is not suitable for the identification of the maker.
With the painting tool (usually a brush) you cannot write, only produce
characters.  Therefore,  the  physical  movement  which  creates  the
signature on a painting / watercolor cannot in principle be regarded as
a writing movement. Such a signature is not a handwritten text, but a
painting in itself. So the methods and techniques of comparative script
research cannot be applied!

Furthermore: painting is done under the control of the eyes; you write
under the control of the brain. It would be going too far to provide here
a further explanation about the differences in physiological origin of
both  motor  processes.  When  a  movement  (in  general)  takes  place
under  the  control  of  the  eyes,  the  (writing)  speed  is  “out”,  which
(among other things) means that this movement can (usually easy and
very adequate) be copied by anyone who wants to.

Then:  as  far  as  I  know,  the  authenticity  of  a  painting  (and  similar
works) has never been sufficiently validated by a signature. In fact, I
receive  several  times  a  year  a  request  to  compare a  signature  on a
work of art with authentic comparison material. Quite apart from the
question whether that  comparison material  is  authentic  (!!),  such a
question never leads to a satisfactory result. This of course does not
alter  the  fact  that  the  work of  art  is  or  can be authentic.  I  give  an
example:  there  is  a  Van  Gogh  circulating  with  a  signature,  which

28 Luc Megens, e-mail to Bart FM Droog, 06-12-2017.
29 See also: http://www.schriftexperts.nl/de-maatschap/index.html 
30 Gerechtelijk Laboratorium Rijswijk, the predecessor of the NFI - Nederlands Forensisch Instituut (Netherlands 

Forensic Institute); part of the Netherlands Ministery of Justice and Safety; https://www.forensischinstituut.nl/
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everyone says is not that Van Gogh signature. Still, art experts believe
that the artwork was indeed produced by Van Gogh!!!”31

To index.

31 Drs. P.L. Zevenbergen, e-mail to Jaap van den Born, 11-12-2017.
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The technical evidence

The  Huy  watercolors  are  painted  on  paper.  An  unknown  number  of  these
watercolors were researched by R. Suave of the Laboratoire Papetier in la Reid
(Liege).  He used only optical  instruments.  No carbon dating techniques were
used.

He concluded:

“We are unable to identify the date of manufacture of these papers; it is
possible that they were manufactured before 1917-1918.”

So, nothing conclusive about the age of the material.

As every skilled forger knows where to find blanco “old” paper, to use as support
material for a false painting, drawing or text, the findings of Mr Suave don't say
anything about the age of the watercolors.

The medium: watercolor

What wasn't examined in 1986 was the composition of the paint. The different
kinds of watercolor are all produced since a certain date. Yet analyzing the paint
can learn only  since  what year a certain work could possibly be painted – not
when  it was made – for the pigments used in watercolors are minerals. These
can't be dated by carbon-14 dating, as that technique is only usable for organic
materials.

To index.
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Questions about the “discovery”

According to De Launay,  in his March 31,  1986 report,  the box was found in
1980. But Paul de Saint-Hilaire stated, in his report dated February 10, 1986:

“In September 1985 thirty two watercolours, paintings and drawings
were discovered in an attic in Libois-Evelette, near Huy in Belgium.”

Yet,  the  Netherlands  newspaper  Nederlands  Dagblad  reported  on  March  12,
1986:

“In  a  village  about  seventy  kilometers  southeast  of  Brussels  two
historians have discovered 19 drawings and watercolors which they
attribute to Hitler and date as being from 1917. 

In a book Secret cases of the Third Reich32, which they presented at the
International Brussels Book Fair, Jacques de Launay and Paul de Saint-
Hilaire stated that the works, signed with “A. Hitler” were found on an
attic in Libois-Evelette, near Huy.”33

This raises the question: when was this box discovered exactly? By whom? How
many “Hitlers” were in the box? Did the box  überhaupt  exist? How became De
Launay and De Saint-Hilaire involved?

Was this whole case maybe nothing more than a publicity stunt for the book
mentioned in the above article? And might that be the reason why these works
were never shown to the public in 1986?

The truth about all this will probably never be known.

To index.

32 Jacques de Launay et Paul de Saint-Hilaire. Affairs secretes du IIIe Reich. RTL Editions, [Luxembourg], [1986]. 
175p. See: Fout: Bron van verwijzing niet gevonden

33 M Nazi-kunst niet welkom in Westduitse musea. Nederlands Dagblad, Amersfoort, 12-03-1986. 
https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:010569891:mpeg21:a0094
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Mr. Double Asterisks

In  the  1986 reports  an unidentified  person who accompanied the  experts  is
described as “**”. This mysterious Mr Double Asterisks must have been either
the owner, or somebody with an apparent interest in the works (but which?) or
the unnamed publisher who wanted to publish a book about the Huy Hitlers, as
announced in this 1986 newspaper article:

Watercolors attributed to Hitler

“Brussells (AP) On a dusty attic in the Belgian village of Huy, not far
from Liege, twenty watercolors attributed to Hitler were found. This
according to a Belgian publisher, who wants to depict the paintings in a
booklet that is about to be published. The works are Northern French
landscapes, painted by the later on leader of Nazi Germany whilst on
leave in the First World War. 

The anonymous owner doesn't want to exhibit them. Hitler fought as a
corporal  from  1914  to  1918  in  Flandria  against  the  British  and
French”34

As far as we know this booklet was never published - unless it was the book of
175 pages presented by De Launay and De Saint Hilaire at the time when the Huy
Hitlers made the headlines – see previous page.

Whatever might be the case, Paul de Saint-Hilaire published in 1992 this booklet
of 26 pages about alleged Hitlers:

Expertise de 37 dessins et aquarelles attribués à Adolf Hitler (Report on
the 37 drawings and watercolors attributed to Adolf Hitler).35

One copy of  this work is  to be found in the KBR,  the former Royal  Libray of
Belgium  in  Brussels.36 None  can  be  traced  in  the  antiquarian  book  circuit  –
suggesting  it  was  a  very  limited  edition.  Research of  the  copy  in  Brussels  is
necessary to find out if the thirty-seven alleged “Hitlers'' all originate from the
mysterious  box,  or  if  De  Saint-Hilaire  has  described  additional  and/or  other
works than the Huy Hitlers.

34 Aquarellen zouden van Hitler zijn. Algemeen Dagblad, Rotterdam, 11-03-1986 https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?
urn=KBPERS01:003051009:mpeg21:a00131

35 Paul de Saint-Hilaire. Expertise de 37 dessins et aquarelles attribués à Adolf Hitler. Les Amis de 
Cassandre,Bruxelles, 1992. 26p.

36 Based in Brussels; https://www.kbr.be/en/
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1992: the Hitlers offered to Yad Vashem for one million guilders

In 1992 the Huy Hitlers surfaced in the Netherlands. Tjeu Korenman, a business
man  from  Eindhoven,  wanted  to  sell  them  to  Yad  Vashem  for  one  million
guilders.37 An  act  which  caused  much  indignation.  Because  of  that,  the  tv
talkshow Vrijdag Robinson had a conversation with him, with the elderly Jewish
journalist Gerrit Philip Mok38

 and with “Hitler expert” August Priesack.39

Korenman gave an entire different provenance story:

“I've received the works via a business relation who got them from a
man who claimed to be Hitler's  son.  Claimed to be,  as  he died two
years ago.40 I've contacted this man. He lived in a village near Huy. Long
after the Second World War he was told by his foster parents who his
father was. The whole history is checked by professor De Launay and
reports about it exist.”41

He gives a distorted version of what was written in the 1986 reports and claimed
that one of the reports was made by professor August Priesack, who would have
stated that the works were authentic. Yet Priesack denied the authenticity.42 

As no report written by Priesack was shown on the 2006 auction, and in the
1986 reports only references are made to the Price book and to the other 1986
reports, it is highly doubtful that Priesack was in 1986 involved in this case. He
might have been – but we did not find any paper trail proving this.

Needles to say: Yad Vashem refused the “generous” offer.

37 In 1992 the equivalent of 540,000 US dollars; with inflation correction that would be about 750,000 euros anno 
2020. Source: Wisselkoersen ([exchange rates], NRC Handelsblad, Rotterdam, 01-05-1992; 
https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=KBNRC01:000030602:mpeg21:p017 ; Value of the Guilder/Euro. International 
Institute of Social History, Amsterdam,  http://www.iisg.nl/hpw/calculate.php 

38 Also known as Gerry (1937-2012). His parents were in 1942 arrested and deported to Auschwitz. Gerry Mok was 
saved by Jan and Dina Molenaar, who were themselves living in hiding. Bart Jungmann. Vanuit de hel via de hemel 
terug op aarde. De Volkskrant, Amsterdam, 05-05-2005. https://www.volkskrant.nl/nieuws-achtergrond/vanuit-de-
hel-via-de-hemel-terug-op-aarde~b9d395d8/

39 August Priesack (1908- circa 2000). Former NSDAP Hauptarchiv employee; active as Certificate of Authenticity 
issuer to fake Hitlers in the 1970's-1990's. See: https://www.bartfmdroog.com/droog/niod/priesack.html#english 
Priesack was in 1986 already debunked by Konrad Kujau as Hitler expert who had attributed a freshly painted Kujau
forgery to Hitler.

40 The alleged son of Hitler, Jean Loret (1918 – 1985), was named in De Launay's and De Saint-Hilaire's 1986 book. 
So it seems that whoever sold these works to Korenman, told him other lies than he did in 1985/1986 to De Launay 
and De Saint-Hilaire.

41 Tjeu Korenman, in Vrijdag Robinson. TV talkshow presented by Léonie Sazias, Jaap Jongbloed and Johnny 
Kamperveen. TROS, Nederland 2, 05-06-1992. 21.37 - 22.22 hours.

42 See: Appendix 5 – Transcript of the 1992 tv interviews
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According to Martin van Amerongen in NRC Handelsblad Korenman had bought
forty-one “Hitlers” from “Hitler's son” for 34,000 guilders in 1985. If this is true,
than there must have been a fake Hitlers producing plant near Huy.43

In the talkshow five “Huy Hitlers” were shown. None of these five was at the
auction in 2006. But all five are in the same amateurish style as most of the other
“Huy Hitlers”.

Screenshots from the five “Huy
Hitlers” in Vrijdag Robinson,
1992.

What Tjeu Korenman did with the “Huy Hitlers”  is  unknown.  Fourteen years
after this interview other “Huy Hitlers” pop up at the Cornwall auction.

Korenman committed suicide somewhere between 1992 and 2015.44

To index.

43 Martin van Amerongen. Adolf Hitler als handelswaar. NRC Handelsblad, Rotterdam, 20-03-1992. 
htpts://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=KBNRC01:000029666:mpeg21:a0086

44 According to Koos van der Breggen, on 'Eindhoven in beeld', 10-10- 2015: “after facing problems in the society”. 
http://91.218.125.205/~einbeeld/foto.php?foto=29340&sel=wijk
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The 2006 auction

At the Jefferys auction in Cornwall twenty-two lots were offered, These consisted
of:

[Lot 1] A copy of the book Adolf Hitler als Maler und Zeichner (edited by August
Priesack and Peter Jahn).45

[Lots 2 -21] Twenty alleged Hitler watercolors and two drawings, One of the lots
(nr. 15) consisted of a paper with watercolors on both sides.

The auction catalog provided, next to depictions and basic descriptions of the
works, this information:
 

The following pages are a précis of the provenance (dated 1986)
accompanying the watercolours and pencil sketches attributed to
Adolf Hitler.

Experts consulted:

Jacques Forment de Launay (WWII Historian)
Prof Dr. August Priesack
R. Saeve, Laboratoire Papetier
George Buysse (Art Consultant)
Paul de St Hilaire

The reports (translated into English; the originals would have been in French
and German) by all these “experts” were published in this catalog,  except the
report or certificates of authenticity by Priesack.

In the catalog definitions of the terms used by Jefferys are included. These two
are the most relevant:

“A picture catalogued as Attributed to... is in our opinion probably a 
work by the artist.”

“The term signed and/or dated and/or inscribed means that in our 
opinion the signature and/or date and/or inscription are from the 
hand of the artist.”

Jefferys charged a buyers premium of +15% (of the hammer price).

45 See: Jaap van den Born and Bart FM Droog. Adolf Hitler als Maler und Zeichner. Het boek van Billy F. Price. 
Droog Magazine, 2017-2018; https://www.bartfmdroog.com/droog/niod/price.html.
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The auction was originally planned for March 2006 – reports about it appeared
in the Belgian, British and French press in January 2006.46 

“They were all kept in an attic in Belgium near the French border. The
Belgian  owner  of  these  drawings  prefers  to  remain anonymous.  He
chose Jefferys because this house had already sold a painting by the
Nazi leader in November [2005].”47

In July 2006 however this was reported:

“Jefferys  officials  said  attempts  to  verify  their  authenticity  were
unsuccessful, after newspaper claimed the works date from that time
[= 1916-1918].”48

Just before the auction, the press reports became a bit bewildering:

“The 21 watercolors and two sketches were found in a farmhouse in
Belgium, not far from where Hitler was stationed as a private during
the World War One.”49

Adolf  Hitler  was  never  stationed  anywhere  near  Libois-Evelette  (near  Huy),
where the “Hitlers” were allegedly found.

“The  artworks  were  supposedly  discovered  in  1986,  having  been
stored away in an attic in Belgium for decades. According to The Times
of London, research undertaken in Belgium appeared to prove that the
works  were  indeed  by  Hitler,  but  the  people  who  worked  on  that
research had since died, making it impossible to verify their findings.”50

Since when can't reports from deceased people be checked? Their reports were
published in the auction catalogue – but no journalist and apparently also not
Jefferys bothered to check them.
                                                                                                                                   To index.

46 NN. A vendre peintures signées Hitler. Liberation, Paris, 30-01-2006. 
https://www.liberation.fr/planete/2006/01/30/a-vendre-peintures-signees-hitler_28102

47 AFP. 21 dessins de Hitler étaient en Belgique. Le Soir, Bruxelles, 30-01-2006. https://www.lesoir.be/art/%252F21-
dessins-de-hitler-etaient-en-belgique_t-20060130-004CGQ.html

48 “Les responsables de Jefferys ont affirmé que les tentatives pour vérifier leur authenticité n'ont pas réussi, 
alors que le journal affirmait que les oeuvres datent bien de cette époque.” NN. Toiles de Hitler à vendre. La 
Dernière Heure, Bruxelles, 29-07-2006. https://www.dhnet.be/medias/divers/toiles-de-hitler-a-vendre-
51b7c2f0e4b0de6db98c73ba

49 NN. More Hitler paintings to be sold by English auction house. World Jewish Congress, New York, 26-09-2006. 
https://www.worldjewishcongress.org/en/news/more-hitler-paintings-to-be-sold-by-english-auction-house

50 NN. Watercolors allegedly by Adolf Hitler go up for sale. Deutsche Welle, Bonn, 26-09-2006. 
https://www.dw.com/en/watercolors-allegedly-by-adolf-hitler-go-up-for-sale/a-2183785
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Survey of the alleged Hitler works

Lot – “Title” [=description by auctioneer]

Lot 1 – Adolf Hitler als Maler und Zeichner (book)
Lot 2 – The church of Louvignies (watercolor)
Lot 3 – Cottage with trees (watercolor)
Lot 4  – The church of Bousies showing the Avesnois Tower (watercolor)
Lot 5 – Winter woodland scene (watercolor)
Lot 6 – Landscape in Le Flaquet (watercolor)
Lot 7 – The path from Beaudignies to Ghissignies (watercolor)
Lot 8 – Red roofed cottage by a lake in a woodland setting (watercolor)
Lot 9  – Pencil sketch drawing of a chateau (drawing)
Lot 10 - Pencil sketch building in a rural setting (drawing)
Lot 11- Village scene with a pink walled house to centre... (watercolor)
Lot 12 – Le Favril Church (watercolor)
Lot 13- Landscape with a red roofed cottage (watercolor)
Lot 14 – Winter woodland scene tree with forked trunk to fore (watercolor)
Lot 15 – Double sided work. Side 1 – two airfield scenes. Side 2 landscapes of a
firing range (watercolors)
Lot 16 – A row of cottages by a lane in a Winter setting (watercolors)
Lot 17 – The Sambre Canal from the bridge in Ors (watercolor)
Lot 18 – Town houses with a green to the background (watercolor)
Lot 19 – Village scene with church (watercolor)
Lot 20 – Village scene in the region of Le Quesnoy between Englefontaine and
Villereau (watercolor)
Lot 21 – Winter woodland scene with avenue of trees
Lot 22 – The church of Preux-au-Bois

To index.
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Lot 2 –  The church of Louvignies

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – The church of
Louvignies. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on paper.
8.5” x 11.5” (22 cm x 29.5 cm)

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

The depicted church appears not to be the church of Louvignies-Quesnoy51 (in 
France, not to be confused with the Belgian village of Louvignies). See following 
page.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.

51 NN. L'Eglise de Louvignies-Quesnoy. Eglises fortifiées en Avesnois. 
http://patrimoineavesnois.fr/eglisesfortifiees/leglise-de-louvignies-quesnoy/ Seen 20-07-2020.
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Comparison of the church op watercolor (lot 2)  with the authentic church

Even though the angles are different, it's quite clear that the church depicted on
the watercolor is not the church of Louvignies-Quesnoy.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 3 – Cottage with trees

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Cottage with tree to
the foreground and cottages to the left. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'.
Watercolour on paper.
9.75” x 13.75” (25 cm x 35 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 4 – The church of Bousies showing the Avesnois Tower

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – The church of Bousies
showing the Avesnois Tower. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on
paper.
9” x 11.5” (22.9 cm x 29.1 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

The depicted church is certainly not the church of Bousies, which has a turret
that is incorporated in the church building. The real turret was and is of an
entirely different shape. The Bousies church was and is surrounded by buildings.

See following page.
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Lot 4: fantasy church. Church in Bousies, present day.52

Church in Bousies, on undated post card.53

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.

52 Bousies eglise. CC BY-SA 3.0. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bousies#/media/File:Bousies_eglise.JPG
53 Post card  Bousies. Geneanet.org. https://nl.geneanet.org/prentbriefkaarten/view/5956164#0
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Lot 5 – Winter woodland scene

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Winter woodland
scene. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on paper.
10.5” x 7” (27 cm x 17.7 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support. Hitler only depicted
buildings on his 'watercolors'.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 6 – Landscape in Le Flaquet

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Landscape in Le
Flaquet . Initialled to reverse 'A.H.' Watercolour on paper.
3.5” x 5.5” (9 cm x 14 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except for the medium and the support. Hitler only depicted
buildings on his 'watercolors'. Hitler signed always on the front side, never on
the back.

The title given to this work is pure fantasy, The only “Le Flaquet” we could find is
Etang du Flaquet, a pond near Busigny, in Nord, some 20 km's south-southwest
of Le Quesnoy.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 7 – The path from Beaudignies to Ghissignies

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – The path from
Beaudignies to Ghissignies. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on
paper.
5.5” x 4.25” (13.9 cm x 10.9 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in stead of
“Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support. The neighbouring villages of
Beaudignies and Ghissignies are connected by several roads, which may have
been paths – but there's no evidence at all that the depicted path is a path
between those two villages. It could be anywhere.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 8 – Red roofed cottage by a lake in a woodland setting

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Red roofed cottage by
a lake in a woodland setting. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on
paper.
5.5” x 4.25” (13.9 cm x 10.9 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in stead of
“Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

This is the only work with a year painted on in, “17”. In 1917 Hitler was nowhere
near the area where these works are allegedly were made.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 9 – Pencil sketch drawing of a chateau

Description by auctioneer: Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Pencil sketch drawing
of a chateau with a sprig of leaves on the foreground. Initialled 'AH' to centre.
With figures and sums to the reverse.
Pencil on paper.
8.75” x 11.5” (22.3 cm x 29.4 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the only thought to be
authentic Hitler drawing dating from 1917.54

It is very odd that Paul de Saint-Hilaire, in 1986 responsible for identification of
the locations,55

 wasn't able to identify this building. It's even odder that the
“older people” he spoke with, couldn't identify it either.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.

54 “Ardoye in Flandern, 27. Juni 1917”; https://www.bartfmdroog.com/droog/niod/hoffmann-
aquarellehitler.html#Ardoye

55 See: Appendix 2 – the report by Paul de Saint-Hilaire
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Lot 10 – Pencil sketch - buildings in a rural setting

Description by auctioneer: Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Pencil sketch -
buildings in a rural setting. Initialled 'AH' to right hand corner.
Pencil on paper.
4.5” x 5.5” (11,4 cm x 14 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the only thought to be
authentic Hitler drawing dating from 1917.56

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.

56 “Ardoye in Flandern, 27. Juni 1917”; https://www.bartfmdroog.com/droog/niod/hoffmann-
aquarellehitler.html#Ardoye
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Lot 11 – Village scene with a pink walled house to centre, a lane and fence 
to the fore

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Village scene with a
pink walled house to centre, a lane and fence to the fore. Signed to left hand
corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on paper.
8.25” x 12.75” (20.7 cm x 32.4 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in stead of
“Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 12 – Le Favril church

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Le Favril Church.
Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on paper.
7” x 10.5” (17.8 cm x 26.9 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in stead of
“Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

The depicted church is definitely not the “église Saint Nicolas” in Le Favril
(Nord). See following page.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 12, “Le Favril Church”. Le Favril church, Google Streetview, 2013.

Le Favril church on undated postcard.57

It's again very, very odd that De Saint Hilaire identified the depicted church as
the church of Le Favril – a church not destroyed in the First World War. The
building and tower haven't been changed since 1750.58 

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.

57 Le Favril. http://patrimoine-avesnois.fr/chemin/le-favril/ [Seen 20-07-2020].
58 Ibidem.
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Lot 13 – Landscape with a red roofed cottage

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Landscape with a red
roofed cottage between Beaudignies and Ghissignies. Signed to left hand corner
'A Hitler'. Watercolour on paper.
5.5” x 3.5” (13.9 cm x 9 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in stead of
“Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support. The neighbouring villages of
Beaudignies and Ghissignies are connected by several roads, which may have
been paths – but there's no evidence at all that the depicted path is a path
between those two villages. It could be anywhere.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 14 – Winter woodland scene tree with forked trunk to fore

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Winter woodland
scene tree with forked trunk to fore. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'.
Watercolour on paper.
8.75” x 7” (22.2 cm x 17.8 cm).”
 
Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support. Hitler only depicted
buildings on his 'watercolors'.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 15 – Double sided work. Side 1 – two airfield scenes. 

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Double sided work.
Side 1 – two airfield scenes with hangars and buildings. Side 2 landscapes of a
firing range with a church spire in the distance. Description written in pencil
below. Watercolour on paper.
5.5” x 8.25” (13.9 cm x 20.9 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the medium and the support. As these worked are not
signed, it is an enigma why they are attributed to Hitler.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 15 – Side 2. Landscapes of a firing range.

The texts at the bottom appear to written in French. It doesn't look like  Hitler's
handwriting. As far as is known, Hitler had not mastered the French language. He
had received French lessons on the Realschule, but his knowledge of French was
in  1903-1904  (Hitler  was  then  14-15  years)  rated  as  “not  enough”.  In  the
following year (also his last year at school) he didn't receive French lessons at
all.59

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.

59 Franz Jetzinger. Hitlers Jugend. Phantasien, Lügen - und die Wahrheit. Mit 20 Tafeln. Europa-Verlag, Wien, [1956], 
pages 102-103. 
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Lot 16 – A row of cottages by a lane in a Winter setting

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – A row of cottages by a
lane in a Winter setting. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on
paper.
9.75” x 14” (24,8 cm x 35 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 17 – The Sambre Canal from the bridge in Ors

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – The Sambre Canal
from the bridge in Ors. Signed to right hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on
paper.
10.5” x 7” (26.9 cm x 17.8 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

Next to that: the description can't be true, as, when standing on the bridge in Ors 
(there's only one bridge in Ors), and looking to the Northeast  and Southwest, 
the canal curves in neither direction to the right. See following page.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Canal de la Sambre à l'Oise

           Google Maps, 2020 – click on the map to zoom in.

Again, the location mentioned by De Saint-Hilaire is pure fantasy. The canal dates
from 1834-1839.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 18 – Town houses with a green to the background

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Town houses with a
green to the background. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on
paper.
9.75” x 13.75” (24.9 cm x 35 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 19 – Village scene with church

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Village scene with
church. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on paper.
9.25” x 7” (23.7 cm x 18 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support. It is rather odd that this
very typical church was not identified by anyone.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 20 – Village scene in the region of Le Quesnoy between Englefontaine
and Villereau

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Village scene in the
region of Le Quesnoy between Englefontaine and Villereau. Signed to left hand
corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on paper.
7.5” x 9.5” (17.8 cm x 24.2 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

Englefontaine and Villereau lay about 8 km's apart; it's again rather odd that
nobody could identify in 1986 this depicted village.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 21 – Winter woodland scene with avenue of trees

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – Winter woodland
scene with avenue of trees . Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on
paper.
8.25” x 6.55” (20.7 cm x 15.8 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Lot 22 – The church of Preux-au-Bois

Description by auctioneer: “Attributed to Adolf Hitler – The church of Preuxau-
Bois. Signed to left hand corner 'A Hitler'. Watercolour on paper.
9.75” x 12.75” (24.9 cm x 32.6 cm).”

Comment by VdB&D: This work resembles in nothing the thought to be
authentic Hitlers, except the size, the representation of the name (“A. Hitler”, in
stead of “Adolf Hitler”), the medium and the support.

The church depicted on this watercolor is definitely not 'église Saint Martin', the
church of Preux-au-Bois. See following page.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Not the church of Preux-au-Bois.    The proper church. Google Streetview, 2019.

The church of Preux-au-Bois on undated postcard.60

The present form of the church dates from 1764.

This obvious fake “Hitler” watercolor was sold in 2006 for £10,500.61

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.

60 Source: http://patrimoine-avesnois.fr/chemin/preux-au-bois/. [Seen 20-07-2020]. 
61 Steven Morris. Paintings 'by Hitler' sell for £118,000 despite fakery claims. The Guardian, London, 27-09-2006; 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2006/sep/27/arts.secondworldwar\
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Comparison of the alleged Hitler watercolors

When all the “Huy Hitlers” (that is, the watercolors) are compared, it's quite 
clear that they originate from at least two makers.

2 3 4 5

12 16 18 19

20 22 15a
15b

17 5 14 21

6 7 8 13

Numbers 6, 7, 8 and 13 are definitely made by another artist than the other ones.
Numbers 15a and 15b possibly by a third artist. 

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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The Huy Hitlers offered in the Netherlands, 1992

Tjeu Korenman stated in 1992 that he had bought fourty-one “Hitlers from ”the
son of Hitler”. Five of these were shown on Dutch television. They have a similar
style as many of the works auctioned in 2006.

1992-1 1992-2 1992-3 1992-4

1992-5 2006-12

1992-5 seems to be a bad copy of 2006-12, or just the other way around.

Korenman possessed copies of the 1986 reports, as published in 2006. We can
only  speculate  whether  Korenman  bought  the  same  “Hitlers”,  as  seen  by  De
Launay and De Saint-Hilaire in 1986, or whether the same source produced extra
“Hitlers”,  and used the  previous  reports  as  certificates  of  authenticity  to  sell
them.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Aftermath

The 2006 auction attracted world wide media attention.62
 About the authenticity

of the works almost no questions were raised.  Only the  The Guardian's  critic
Jonathan Jones remarked:

"To  my  eye  these  are  crude  and  obvious  forgeries"  (...)  "a  forger's
clumsy attempt to copy the dreary style of one of the world's worst
artists."

"In  doing  this  [reporting  about  the  auction],  we  help  perpetuate  a
pathetic and horrible market in mementoes of the Third Reich, which
falsifies the history of the 20th

 century."63

The  “Hitlers”  were  sold  for  £118,000  ($223,000;  176,000 euros),  more  than
double the estimate. The most expensive lot, Lot 22, was sold for £10,500.64

The works were sold to several buyers, who all wanted to remain anonymous.
One of them was a British businessman, and one an Estonian representative of
an  East-European  businessman.  Bidders  from  Canada,  Japan,  Russia,  New
Zealand, Germany and South Africa were also present at the auction (live or via
telephone)–  which  might  mean  that  the  “Huy  Hitlers'  ended  up  in  several
continents.65 

As far as we know they haven't surfaced since 2006.
   

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.

62 NN. More Hitler paintings to be sold by English auction house. World Jewish Congress, New York, 26-09-2006; 
https://www.worldjewishcongress.org/en/news/more-hitler-paintings-to-be-sold-by-english-auction-house
Novum/AP – Veiling kunst Hitler brengt twee keer zo veel op. Trouw, Amsterdam, 26-09-2006.
https://www.trouw.nl/nieuws/veiling-kunst-hitler-brengt-twee-keer-zo-veel-op~b0a65c03/
Redaktion. Hitler-Gemälde in England versteigert. Der Standard, Wien, 04-10-2006; 
https://apps.derstandard.at/privacywall/story/2597836/hitler-gemaelde-in-england-versteigert

63 Jonathan Jones. Fascist or forgery. The Guardian, London, 25-09-2006.
 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2006/sep/25/secondworldwar 
See also: NN. Watercolors allegedly by Adolf Hitler go up gor sale. Deutsche Welle, Bonn, 26-09-2006.
https://www.dw.com/en/watercolors-allegedly-by-adolf-hitler-go-up-for-sale/a-2183785

64 Vincent Dowd. 'Hitler' art auctioned in England. BBC News, London, 26-09-2006. 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/5383512.stm

65 NN. More Hitler paintings to be sold by English auction house. World Jewish Congress, New York, 26-09-2006.
Steven Morris. Paintings 'by Hitler' sell for £118,000 despite fakery claims. The Guardian, London, 27-09-2006.
https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2006/sep/27/arts.secondworldwar   
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Conclusion

None of the works attributed to Hitler and offered at the Jefferys auction 2006,
was made by Adolf Hitler in 1916-1918.

Who was or were the real maker or makers of the works will probably never be
known. It is higly probable that the alleged Hitlers were made by at least two
different artists.

When these works were made, will probably never be known.

Who signed these works with “A. Hitler”, “AH” and “A.H.”, and when, will probably
never be known.

If  these  works  were  made  by  order  of  Paul  de  Saint-Hilaire  and  Jacques  de
Launay, as a kind of publicity stunt for their 1986 book, or if they were victims of
a forger will probably also never be known.

How Tjeu Korenman got hold of the “Huy Hitlers” and the “experts” reports will
probably never be known. What happened with these “Hitlers” between 1992
and the Jefferys auction in 2006 will probably never be known.

We asked Jefferys for comment on this report – the auction house didn't react.  
We also asked Léonie Sazias (now a member of the Netherlands parliament) and
Jaap Jongbloed (still working as tv presenter) for a comment on the events of 1992.
They too did not react.  

Jaap van den Born and Bart FM Droog, Nijmegen / Eenrum, July 27, 2020.

To index | to Survey of the alleged Hitler works.
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Appendix 1 – the report by J.F. de Launay

J F de LAUNAY
Bd du Souverain 209 – Bte F4
1160 Brussels
Tel 673 50 99

Rue Hélène Boucher 2
59800 MARQ EN BAROEUL (France)
Tel 72 06 02

31 March 1986

Historical research into a set of drawings and watercolours, signed A. HITLER,
discovered in a farm in Evelette (Huy, Belgium) in 1980.

In 1919 two women left a sealed box in Evelette (in Belgium, near Namur
(Namen) and Huy). They were both from Le Quesnoy, or that area. These
individuals were among a group of 72 French refugees evacuated to this region
as a result of warfare in Thiérache and Hainaut-Cambrésis [regions north east of
Cambrai, border Northern France / Belgium]. The group included the priest of Le
Quesnoy and the mayor of Cambrai.

1. The box containing these drawings and watercolours and also some
banknotes from 1913-1919 was not opened for over sixty years (1920-1980),
according to an expert: the watercolours were not exposed to light. Who would
have ignored the bundle of banknotes, had the box been opened?

2. The signature is incorporated in the drawings and watercolours and not added
and is, therefore, authentic. Now who, in 1918, would have thought of signing
these paintings with the name of Hitler, at the time unknown?

3. The churches and buildings depicted, most of them destroyed and rebuilt, date
from before 1919.

4. Hitler spent rest periods in the area of Le Quesnoy, Solesmes and Landrecies
during the autumns and winters of 1916-17 and 1917-1918, particularly in
Beaudignies.

To index.
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Appendix 2 – the report by Paul de Saint-Hilaire

Paul de SAINT-HILAIRE
LA HAVERIE
28, VIEILLE PLACE
7480 CASTEAU
TEL 065 72 39 73

10 February 1986

EXPERT REPORT

In September 1985 thirty two watercolours, paintings and drawings were
discovered in an attic in Libois-Evelette, near Huy in Belgium. These works were
handed to me for identification of the locations.66

These works, in all evidence painted by the same person,67 depict churches,
farms, chateaux, villages and houses. It will be seen that these are all typical of
southern Hainaut and Cambrésis, and particularly of the immediate
surroundings of Le Quesnoy.

During discussions with older people they all respond that these landscapes and
sites are familiar to them and are from their area, without being able to be more
precise.

Finally, the trees painted correspond to the most common species around
Mormal forest.

If these thirty works found near Huy are compared with the sites as they are
now, it appears that:

1. The artist produced his sketches before the destruction caused by the Allied
advance and the battles of the summer of 1918.

2. He was probabbly a stranger to the country since his attention was held only
by the buildings and monuments which are characteristic of the regional style.

3. Most of the watercolours and drawings were painted in landscape format in
the style of souvenir postcards. This confirms the previous point.

66 De Launay and De Saint-Hilaire stated earlier that nineteen watercolors and sketches were found in 1985.See: 
Jacques de Launay et Paul de Saint-Hilaire. Affaires secretes du IIIe Reich. RTL Edition, [Luxembourg], [1986],page
22. Reprublished in: Appendix 6 – Affaires secretes du IIIe Reich

67 Utter nonsense, as comparison of the works shows. See: Comparison of the alleged Hitler watercolors
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4. The painter never travelled further than 25 km from Le Quesnoy, which
corresponds to a half-day bicycle ride.

By bringing together these diverse elements it is possible to conclude that the
thirty two watercolours, paintings and drawings examined are the work of a
stranger to the region of Le Quesnoy, who would have produced them during the
winter of 1917.

It is extremely likely that it was a German soldier at rest near Le Quesnoy. Now
according to witnesses, the village close to Beaudignies was, at that time, used as
barracks for Bavarian soldiers returning from the Front.

It is known that the inhabitants of this town were evacuated to Belgium and,
more specifically, to the Huy region during the summer of 1918.

10 February 1986, Casteau.
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Appendix 3 – the report by R. Suave

LABORATOIRE PAPETIER
RUE DU CANADA, 157
B 4881 LA REID

EXAMINATION REPORT

SUBJECT: gouaches, watercolours and drawing signed A. HITLER

On 7 March of this year, 1986, we examined several watercolours, gouaches and
drawings signed A. HITLER, in the presence of Messrs De LAUNAY, BUYSSE and
**.
Our task was to determine whether the paper used for these works had been
manufactured at the time of their supposed production, that is, 1917-1918.

We examined these papers under ultraviolet light and found no luminescance in
most of them, therefore, they do not contain any optical bluing agents
[Translator's note: possibly 'optical brighteners'?].

Micrographic analysis carried out on these same papers reveals that they are
composed of either 100% spruce fibres treated with bisulphite or pof a mixture
also compromising other fibres and secondary components typical of straw.

In view of these components we are unable to identify the date of manufacture
of these papers; it is possible that they were manufactured before 1917-1918.

Produced in Liège on 16 March 1986.

R. SAEVE
Engineer
Laboratory Head.
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Appendix 4 – the report by Georges Buysse

ART CONSULTANT GEORGES BUYSSE NELEMEERESSTRAAT 53 B9830 
St MARTENS LATEN [=Sint Martens Latem]
 
10.04.1986

No: 001
REPORT ON EXAMINATION OF WATERCOLOURS SIGNED A.HITLER

On 24.01.1986 I was consulted by Mr J de Launay, historian, accompanied by **
regarding a set of watercolours and drawings signed A. HITLER, which were
discovered in Huy in 1985.

Documents
1. a set of watercolours
2. The catalogue raisonné 'Adolf Hitler als Maler und Zeichner' (Adolf Hitler,
Painter and Artist) – Edited by Dr. August Priesack, Claus Offerman, Christine
Dorschner – Billy Price 1983 – Gallant Verlag AG, Zug/Schweiz.
3. Report by the historian J de Launay on the journey of the drawings and
watercolours from Cambrésis to Huy, where they were discovered.
4. Mr de Launay's consultation of the Belgian, French and German authorities.
5. The historian P de Saint Hilaire's comparison with the places in which Adolf
Hitler is thought to have stayed from 1916 to 1918.

Methods of investigation:
a. dating of papers used
b. analysis of the style
c. signature

a. Papers. A sample from the paper used for the watercolours was examined at
'Labarotoire Papier' in La Reid, Spa, in the presence of Mr Saive, director, and
Messrs de Launay, ** and G Buysse.
Micrographic analysis and examination beneath UV light was concerned with the
composition of the pulp and additives used. They match manufacturing methods
commonly used at the time.

b. Style. The catalogue raisonné indicates an artist who, while unoriginal, was
master of his craft.
The lines are precise and confident. He works with care, composition, framing,
perspective, architecture, romantic poetry, delicate colouring and ease of
execution.
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These qualities are not present in the watercolours of Huy. The material and 
psychological conditions, including shock, which could change the painter's style
remain to be seen.

c. Signature. “The signature appears to date from the same time as the
watercolours, often applied while damp or covered with a final brushstroke. It
tallies with a number of signatures from the period in question.”

Conclusion: Since the artistic quality cannot be taken into account, attribution
falls to the historian.

To index.
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Appendix 5 – Transcript of the 1992 tv interview

In 1992 Tjeu Korenman, a Dutch business man offered eighteen68 of the Huy Hitlers
to Yad Vashem for the 'modest' amount of one million guilders. Because of the
uproar this caused, he was interviewed by Dutch television. What follows is the
trancript of that interview.

Tjeu Korenman: “Ik heb ze verkregen via een zakenrelatie van mij in België een
dan nog weer een man toe die zich uitgeeft voor een zoon van Adolf Hitler. Die
zich uitgaf – de man is overleden, twee jaar geleden. ” (…)
Ik ben met die man in contact gekomen. De man leefde bij een dorpje bij het
plaatsje Huy in België. De man is verteld ver na de Tweede Wereldoorlog door
zijn pleegouders wie hij eigenlijk was. De hele historie is nagetrokken door een
professor De Launay en er zijn dus rapporten van.”(...)

Presenter Jaap Jongbloed: Hoeveel schilderijen zijn het precies?
Tjeu Korenman: “Er zijn er meer dan dat ik hier heb.”
Presenter: “En die heeft hij aan u verkocht?”
Korenman: “Die heeft hij aan mij meegegeven”
Presenter: “Maar toch niet gratis?”
Korenman: “Ja”.
Presenter: “U heeft er niet voor betaald?”
Korenman: “Nee. Want als ik te doen heb met iemand die een bedrag moet
beuren voor dergelijk soort iets dan denk ik meteen aan een oplichter. Ik heb die
dingetjes mee...
Presenter Léonie Sazias: “Voor dergelijk soort iets?”
Korenman: “Voor dergelijk soort schilderijen. En iemand die zich uitgeeft voor
zoon van Adolf Hitler, dan gaat er bij mij een lichtje branden. Dan denk ik, pfff,
voor 100% een oplichter.”
Presenter Jongbloed: “Maar is het een oplichter? Zijn die dingen nu wel of niet
van Adolf Hitler? Ik heb hier een boek, [he shows the Price book] dat zijn de
verzamelde schilderijen van, tussen aanhalingstekens, Hitler – daar staan ze niet
in.”
Korenman: “Nee, dat is logisch. Deze dingetjes zijn pas boven water gekomen in
1985 en dat boek is gedateerd van voor die datum.”
Presenter: “Is dat uw belangrijkste argument? Dat ze niet in dat boek zijn, zijn
ze echt? Hebt u daar sterke argumenten voor?”
Korenman: “Ik weet zeker dat ze dus echt zijn. Argumenten. Punt één: de
papiersoorten, kijk, je kan één papiersoort natrekken, van een bepaald jaartal,
maar hier zitten dus acht, negen verschillende papiersoorten bij, en blijken dus
allemaal te zijn van de jaartallen tussen de 1915 en 1920.”

68 Léonie Sazias. In: Vrijdag met Robinson, 10'39”, 05-06-1992.
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Presenter: “Toen zouden ze geschilderd moeten zijn?”
Korenman: “De verf is ook van die jaartallen. De verf is aangebracht tussen die
jaartallen en de handtekening is tegelijkertijd geplaatst. Dat zijn bewezen
feiten.”
Presenter: “Nu hebben we in Nederland bijvoorbeeld Han van Meegeren gehad
die heel knap met voor een deel oude materialen schilderijen kon nabootsen.
Korenman: “Han van Meegeren heeft nooit iets vervalst. Han van Meegeren
heeft altijd eigen schilderijen gemaakt.”
Presenter: “Hij kon ze heel goed laten lijken op...”
Korenman: “Nooit geen handtekeningen eronder gezet van een ander.”69

Presenter: “Hij kon ze heel goed laten lijken op dingen die twee...”
Korenman and presenter Jongbloed are talking at the same time; unintelligible.
Presenter Sazias: “Of deze nu echt of onecht zijn, hè, ik bedoel, ze zijn
gesigneerd door Adolf Hitler, denkt u niet dat u met deze handel veel mensen op
hun hart trapt?
Korenman: “Ja.”
Presenter: “U bent oud genoeg om te weten wat de oorlog en die man heeft
aangericht.”
Korenman: “Logisch. Maar je moet het ook helemaal bekijken als een zakelijk
iets van mij. Er zijn mensen die doen in kernwapens, er zijn mensen die doen in
mitrailleurs. Dat vind ik erger dan wat ik hier dus doe. ”
Presenter: “Maar u vergelijkt het daar dus wel mee?”
Korenman: “Ik zeg alleen dat het veel erger is.”
Presenter: “Nee, u profiteert wel van het feit dat het van Hitler is.”
Korenman: “Ja.”
Presenter: “Want als het van een onbekende naam was dan waren die dingen
helemaal niets waard
Korenman: “De waarde wordt bepaald doordat het de grootste misdadiger aller
tijden is geweest.”
Presenter: “Juist.” [15':00]''

Presenter Johnny Kamperveen walks through the audience to a man who sits at
the back of the studio.

Presenter Kamperveen: “Meneer Philip Mok, wat vindt u van die man?”
Philip Gerrit (Gerry) Mok: “Van welke man? ”
Kamperveen: “Die meneer aan tafel bij Jaap.”
Mok (an elderly Jewish journalist): “In eerste instantie heeft hij zichzelf vrij
aardig getypeerd door te zeggen dat als dit zo maar aangeboden zou worden
tegen geld, zei hij, dan zou ik denken met een oplichter van doen te hebben. Dus

69 “Nooit geen”- a double negation which means literal “always”, but is used as “never” by Dutch people who speak 
with a broad dialect, as Korenman did. Van Meegeren had painted a forged Vermeer signuature on his Vermeer 
forgery. See: http://www.essentialvermeer.com/misc/van_meegeren.html 
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eerlijk gezegd, wie ben ik om dat te bestrijden. Dat is het eerste. Het tweede is,
als het waar is wat ik intussen gehoord heb, dat hij niet beter heeft weten te
doen dan dit uitgerekend aan het verkeerde adres aan te bieden, namelijk aan de
stichting Yad Vashem die de Tweede Wereldoorlog, dat wil zeggen de
slachtoffers van de Tweede Wereldoorlog, de Joden, probeert te eren in Israël,
daar is een instelling, die geeft onderscheidingen uit aan mensen die andere
mensen, Joden, hebben gered in de Tweede Wereldoorlog. Als je het daaraan
gaat aanbieden, tegen een enorm bedrag [namelijk één miljoen gulden, zo bleek
bij aankondiging – Droog], dat is zoiéts.... – alleen is de vergelijking een beetje
mank , maar dat zijn de meeste vergelijkingen – als bijvoorbeeld een mes
proberen te verkopen waarmee de dochter is vermoord aan de moeder van de
vermoorde, of zoiets. Ik vind dat buitengewoon onethisch. Ik moet zeggen dat
dát het element is waarvan ik schrik.

Dat die schilderijtjes slecht zijn, dat is het punt niet. En eerlijk gezegd, als ik ze
aangeboden zou krijgen, zou ik één argument kunnen bedenken waarom ik er
één stuiver voor zou kunnen geven, namelijk als Hitler al een graf zou hebben,
dan zou hij daarin omdraaien als hij wist dat ik ze had – maar dat is een ander
verhaal.”

Presenter Jongbloed: “Het is nu volstrekt duidelijk dat het een hele omstreden
zaak is. De vraag is zelfs of die dingen überhaupt wel echt zijn, of ze niet gewoon
vals zijn. De grootste expert die dat zou kunnen beoordelen is professor
Priesack, uit München, dé specialist op het gebied van de schilderijen van Hitler.
Wij hebben hem deze week met uw schilderijen, meneer Korenman,
geconfronteerd, we hebben hem in Duitsland opgezocht.

August Priesack: “Die Ansicht zeigt nun das also hier diese Malart
verhältnismässig anders ist. Ich habe ja hier nur ein Bild. Da können Sie die
Signatur Hitlers, die verhältnismässig grub war gewesen ist... Hier, können Sie
sehen... Abert trotzdem ist das falsch nachgemacht. Und die Malart ist, wie ich
damals schon sagte, nicht seine Art. Auch nur ein Beweis das hier geflünkert
wird.”

Presenter: “Nou, meneer Korenman, u hoort en ziet het. Ze kunnen dus
onmogelijk van Hitler zijn.”
Korenman: “Ja, maar waarom verklaart die man dat dan in 1986 wel? Daar heb
ik toch de rapporten?“
Presenter: “Hij zegt het nu heel duidelijk.”
Korenman: “Hij zegt het nu heel duidelijk, maar die man heeft ook tien van die
dingetjes te koop en hij wil geen concurrenten...”
Presenter: “Dat zegt u. Maar hij is wel een groot deskundige op dit terrein...
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Korenman: “Daar staat zijn handtekening met een verklaring van 1986 waarin
hij verklaart dat deze dingetjes geschilderd zijn door dezelfde man die ze
getekend [gesigneerd] heeft.”
Presenter: “Volgens mij heeft hij gezegd dat al deze schilderijen door dezelfde 
man zijn geschilderd.”
Korenman: “Tuurlijk. Maar als ik bij een expert kom en hij tekent ergens voor,
dan tekent hij positief en niet negatief.”
Presenter: “Maar hij zegt nu duidelijk, ze zijn niet van Hitler...”
Korenman: “Die man is zesentachtig jaar...”
Presenter: “Maar u heeft gezegd dat als een groot deskundige zegt, ze zijn niet
van Hitler, dan gooi ik ze in de Dommel. Gaat u dat doen?”
Korenman: “Nee, absoluut niet. (…) Hier liggen echte schilderijtjes.”
Presenter: “Als een neo-nazi er een paar miljoen gulden voor zou geven, zou u
ze dan aan hem verkopen?”
Korenman: “Ach, dat zijn dezelfde vragen die mijn al gesteld zijn. Daar geef ik
geen antwoord op. Ik ben met een zaak bezig.” (…)

To index.
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Appendix 6 – Affaires secrètes du IIIe Reich

Jacques de Launay and Paul de Saint-Hilaire made the discovery of the “Huy
Hitlers”  public,  when they presented their  book  Affaires  secrètes du IIIe
Reich (Secret cases of the Third Reich)70 at the Brussel Book Fair, March
1986.71 

The first chapter in this book is devoted to Jean Loret,  one of the many
alleged sons of Hitler. De Launay and De Saint-Hilaire suggest on pages 22
and 23 that the “Huy Hitlers” might be a kind of payment for the midwife
who  helped  Hitler's  alleged  girlfriend  when  she  gave  birth  to  Hitler's
alleged son. 

They name the French women who allegedly brought the box with Hitler to
Libois-Evelette – but when one reads their text carefully, one notices that
there's no evidence at all that these two ladies have ever existed. 

Furthermore:  none  of  the  “Huy  Hitlers”  was  depicted  in  the  book.
Underneath the relevant passage from their book. The English translation
is made by Vincent Domergue, 2020.

Deux  faits  nouveaux  au  moment  où  nous
achevons cette enquête: Jean Loret avait
hérité de sa mère un paquet de dessins
d'auteur inconnu. Plusieurs (Marburg par
exemple, souvenir du voyage de 1921) sont
visiblement de Charlotte. D'autres (Leon
Campagne et Eglise de Fourdrain où Hitler
est passé le 27 mars 1918 et le juin 1940)
peuvent être d 'Hitler. Nous les avons
soumis au plus grand expert mondial des
peintures et dessins de Hitler, le professor
Peter Jahn dont voici l'avis:

Two new facts appeared when we were in
the process of closing this investigation:
Jean Loret inherited from his mother a
parcel with drawings by an unknown artist.
Some (Marburg for example, remembering
the 1921 travel there) are obviously from
Charlotte’s hand. Others (Leon Campagne
and Eglise de Fourdrain, where Hitler passed
by on March 27, 1918 and June 25, 1940)
may be from the hand of Hitler.
We submitted them to the greatest expert of
the world on paintings and drawings of
Hitler, professor Peter Jahn.72

 Here is his
opinion :

“Je pense qu'ils sont vrais, car j'en ai de
semblables dans mes dossiers”

“ I think that they are originals, because I
have similar ones in my archives”.

70 Jacques de Launay et Paul de Saint-Hilaire. Affaires secrètes du IIIe Reich. RTL Edition, [Luxembourg], [1986].
71 Nazi-kunst niet welkom in Westduitse musea. Nederlands Dagblad, Amersfoort, 12-03-1986; 

https://resolver.kb.nl/resolve?urn=ddd:010569891:mpeg21:a0094
72 Peter Jahn was not a professor; he was a repeatedly convicted Austrian art swindler. See: Jaap van den Born and 

Bart FM Droog. Peter Jahn. Droog Magazine, Eenrum, 08-10-2018. 
https://www.bartfmdroog.com/droog/niod/jahn.html#english
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Ajoutons ceci aux présomptions positives: il
n'y a point d 'autre femme sur le front
français en 1914-18 qui ait reçu de lui un tel
cadeau. Il devait en être très proche.

We  can add  to  these  positive  assumptions
the next thing : there is no other woman on
the Western (French) front between 1914
and 1918 who got from him such gift.
He (Hitler) should have been very close to
her.

Jean Loret a relu le texte du présent chapitre
et nous avons tenu compte de ses
observations peu avant son décès, survenu
le 9 février 1985.

Jean Loret read the text of this chapter and
we added his observations before his death,
which happened on February 9, 1985.

En septembre 1985, le hasard des
succesions a fait découvrir par un particlier
dans un grenier de Libois-Evelette, près de
Huy, en Belgique, une caisse contenant,
parmi du courrier timbré et billets de
banque de la fin de la première guerre
mondiale, un paquet de 19 aquarelles et
esquisses signées Adolf Hitler.

In September 1985, due to the hazard of
inheritances,73 someone found in the attic of
Libois-Evelette (near Huy, Belgium) a box
which included mail and bank notes from
the end of WW1, and also a parcel with 19
watercolors and drawings signed “Adolf
Hitler”.

D'où viennent ces documents? De deux
femmes françaises, réfugiées là en 1918:
Marie Vanesse, 32 ans, et Marie Nicaise, 67
ans. L'une d'elles était sage-femme. Elles
venaient du Quesnoy, France, alors dans la
zone des batailles. Elles devaient revenir
prendre cette caisse et on ne les a jamais
revues.

What is the source of those documents ?
Two French women, who were refugied here
in 1918. Marie Vanesse, 32 years old, and
Marie Nicaise, 67 years old. One of the two
was a midwife. They came from Le Quesnoy,
France, which was a war zone. They planned
to take the box back, but they were never
seen again.

L'histoire, non prouvée, nést pas
invraisemblable. La ville du Quesnoy ne
retrouve pas trace de ces deux dames, mais
rien ne dit qu'elles soient nées dans cette
ville.

This story is unproved, but not unbelievable.
The city of Le Quesnoy didn’t find anything
on those two women, but there is no proof
that those women were born in this city.

Examinons les aquarelles et dessins. Now we take a look on the watercolors and
the drawings.

73 This might mean that somebody accepted an inheritance, without knowing what it exactly was.
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La signature, conforme à celles du Hitler de
l'epoque, ne prouve évidemment rien. La
perspective – architecte de formation, il
était habitué aus grands angles – n'est pas
privilégiée. Les blanc et les verts – sa
spécialité – ne sont pas nets. Mais il pouvait
s'agir d'esquisses, de croquis, d'essais. Nous
restons perplexes.

The signature, which is similar to those of
Hitler during the period, doesn’t prove
anything. The perspective, as a trained
architect Hitler was used to wide angles74, is
not privilegied on the paintings. The whites
and greens, his speciality, are not sharp.
It could be possible that those paintings
were sketches, tests. We stay puzzled.

On nous dit que ces documents ont pu
servir à gager le paiement à notre sage-
femee de l'accouchement de... (Charlotte
Lobjoie?). Admettons, mais alors comment
le père a-t-il pu par la suite se désintéresser
de l áccouchée?

It was said that those documents may have
been used as guarantee for the payment of
the midwife (for the birth delivery of
Charlotte Lobjoie ?). Sure, but why did the
father lose interest in the woman who have
recently given birth?

Tout est possible. Les signatures et les
chapeaux, vrais et faux, de Napoleon sont
innombrables. Qui aurait tracé ces
aquarelles? L'avenir nous le dira. Peut-être!

Everything is possible. Countless are the
signatures and hats of Napoleon, real and
fake. Who painted those watercolors ? The
future will tell us that. Maybe!

Eléments positifs: la caisse n'a pas été
ouverte, ni les aquarelles exposées à la
lumière pendant plus de soixante ans au
dire des experts.

On the positive side, experts said that the
box was unopened for the past 60 years, the
watercolors were not exposed to natural
light.75

Preuve par l'absurde: qui aurait négligé le
paquet de billet de banque si la caisse avait
été ouverte?

Reductio ad absurdum76: if the box would
have been opened, who would have left the
bank notes in it?

Si nous admettons cette évidence, qui avant
1920 aurait imaginé de signer ces peintures
du nom de Hitler alors inconnu?

If we take account of this evidence, who
would have signed these paintings with
Hitler's name before 1920, who was at that
time still a noboby ?

74 Hitler was certainly not 'a trained architect'. He was never educated as such and never worked as an architect or at an
architect's office. The myth that he did so, goes back to a 1959 book by the Austrian swindler dr. Johannes von 
Müllern-Schönhausen. See: Jaap van den Born and Bart FM Droog. Dr. Johannes von Müllern-Schönhausen. Droog 
Magazine, Eenrum, 2016-2020; https://www.bartfmdroog.com/droog/dd/mullern-schonhausen.html 

75 We couldn't trace this in the 1986 reports from the other experts. It seems that the only “experts” stating this were 
De Launay and De Saint Hilaire.

76 Reductio ad absurdum, (Latin for: “reduction to absurdity”), in logic, a form of refutation showing contradictory or 
absurd consequences following upon premises as a matter of logical necessity. A form of the reductio ad absurdum 
argument, known as indirect proof or reductio ad impossibile, is one that proves a proposition by showing that its 
denial conjoined with other propositions previously proved or accepted leads to a contradiction. In common speech 
the term reductio ad absurdum refers to anything pushed to absurd extremes.
Source: https://www.britannica.com/topic/reductio-ad-absurdum
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Autre constatations: nous avons identifé les
immeubles reproduits (églises et fermes),
tous situés dans le triangle Le Quesnoy –
Solesmes – Landrecies, zone de repos du
régiment d'Hitler au cours des hivers 1916-
17 et 1917-1918, périodes au cours
desquelles il a sûrement peint a son
habitude et pour lesquelles nous ne
disposions, alors que nous en avons pour
tous les temps de repos de 1914à 1916.

Another thing to note : we have identified
the buildings (churchs and farms)
reproduced [on the paintings], all situated in
the triangle Le Quesnoy – Solesmes –
Landrecies, which was the rest area for
Hitler’s regiment during the winter times in
1916-17 and 1917-18.
During those periods, Hitler certainly
painted as usual and we didn’t had any
paintings [meaning: no works to compare
with], despite we had some for the 1914-
1916 rest periods.

Le rapport de tout ceci avec Jean Loret:
aucun, mais l'hypothèse du paiement de
l'accouchement à Seboncourt reste à
vérifier.

What is the link of this story with Jean Loret:
nothing, but the hypothesis of the payment
of the birth delivery of Charlotte Lobjoie in
Seboncourt (with the paintings) need to be
checked.

To index.
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